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AGRICULTURAL EXPERIM2IENT STATION

THERE is among animal breedersa tendencyto frequent
out-crossingas a. preventive of a feared deterioration
of the breed throughinbreeding. This fear is of long
standing,probably having arisen contemporarywith, or
as a result of, the repugnance to incest possessed by so
many human tribes. This general state of mind on the
ethical questionhas broughtabout an unwarrantedbelief
that.there is a physiological law opposed to inbreeding
per se. Inbreeding undoubtedlyresults in many eases
of deterioration,but t~ihe
success of the few daring spirits
that have inbred superior stock shows that the cases of
deteriorationwere merely made possible by the course
pursued, and were not its direct and constantresult.
In the vegetable kingdom a slightlydifferentstate of
affairs obtains. Some species thrive under inbreeding
while others appear to deteriorate. AMaizeis reduced
in -vigorin one generation,so that the differencebetween
selfed and crossed plants is noticeable in seedlings two
weeks old. Other natural species have evolved intricate
meclhanismswherebythey are perpetually self-fertilized,
and some have even given up sexual reproductionfor
parthenogenesis (Taraxacumi), and yet have survived in
competitionby their hardiness and prolificacy. Darwin
even found that in species that generally appeared to
be injured by inbreeding(1pomwa purpurea and Mimdus
individuals were occasionallyproduced that were
i7tnteqis),
not affected.
The classical researches which included the,above observations are familiar to all. Direct comparison of
crossed and selfed plants, and investigations into the
mechanical means by which plants are cross-fertilized,
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all pointed to the truth of the dictum "Nature abhors
perpetual self-fertilization,"which, by the way, simply
corroboratedthe results that Knight had obtained a half
century before. That there are important exceptions
to this rule was recognized,however,and Hays,' arguing
from the case of wheat, suggested that it be changed to
read: "Nature abhors a. radical change which would require species to cross in much closer or in much more
radical relationshipthan is theirlong establishedhabit."
Each of these sayings is probablycorrectas fa.ras it goes.
Nature does seem to have provided more for cross-fertilization than self-fertilization. Yet the very fact that
all species do not cross-fertilizenaturally, shows that
although cross-fertilizationmay be a desirable thinga thing to be provided for by nature-it does not follow
that inbreedingand decrease in vigor hold the relation
of cause and effectbecause theyare oftenlinked together.
As a matterof fact,the data that we possess regarding
the supposed degenerationthroughinbreeding do admit
an entirely differentexplanation, an explanation more
compatible with contemporary knowledge. The hypothesis, first suggested by Shull,2 is that the danger
in naturallycross-bredspecies may
fromself-fertilization
be dcle simply to the isolation of biotypes. It is an
established fact, although the cause is unknown, that
crosses betweennearly related types (in both animals and
plants) are usually more vigorous than either of the parent types alone. Since inbreedingtends to isolate types
homozygousin their characters,these homozygoustypes,
coming from species naturally crossbred, are thus deprived of the stimuluswhichcame throughfree intercrossing and appear to deteriorate.
A little later the present writer3pointed out that a
1 Hays, W. M. "Plant Breeding. "
Bull. U. S. D. A. Div. Veg. Phy. &
Path. 29: 1901.
" The Composition of a Field of Maize." IAnn. Rpt.
2 Shull, G. H.
Amer. Breeders' Assn. 4: 1908.
'East, E. Af. "IInbreeding in Corn," Ann. Rpt. Conn. Agr. Exp. Station, 1907-8.
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reconsiderationof the work of Darwin and others shows
that it accords with this theory. As a single example
from Darwin we may consider the experiments with
Ipomncea
purputrea,which were his longest,being carried
on as theywere for ten generations. If an actual degeneration were taking place it might be expected that the
differencein height between the crossed and the selfed
plants should have gone on increasing in the later generations. Such was not the case, however,and Darwin himself remarked upon it. Nevertheless, the results obtained were what should have been expected by the hypothesis just given, for after a few generationseven the
crossed plants in such a small lot would have become
niore or less inbred,and would have approached the inbred stock in size. In furthersupport of this view it is
noticeable that the crossed flowersvaried in color in the
earlier generations,but became more uniformtoward the
end of the experiment,while the selfed plants were uniform in color throughoutthe whole time. This, then,
explains why his out-crosses with other stock showed
greater vigor than did cross-fertilizationwithin a type,
the latter strain having become more nearly identified
with the selfed plants throughcontinuedclose breeding
Such results as the above from Darwin, my own experiments with maize and tobacco, together with the
ready agreementof the facts in otherbreedingwork with
which I am familiar, indicate that this problem of degenerationcombinestwo questions; the one a question of
heredity,the other a question of development. Davenport4has recentlycalled attentionto what I consider the
former question, suggesting that deteriorationthrough
inbreedingmay be due to the isolation of homozygous
recessives, or the combination of recessive di-hybrids.
This is undoubtedly true when the allelomorphic pair
under considerationis the presence and absence of something essential to the normal developmentof the organ4Davenport, C. B. "Degeneration, Albinism and Inbreeding."
N. S., 28: 454, 455, 1908.
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ism. But the principle will probably be found to apply
also where there is presence of an abnormal doiuinant
character. We do not know many such characters at
present,but susceptibilityto rust in wheat and congenital
cataract in man may be cited a.s approachingour meaning.
The instances where the presence or absence of evil
qualities is brought to notice through their isolation
by inbreedingare few in number,however, and can not
account for the large number of cases where there is a
loss of vigor by this means.
Let us consider just what this deterioration,so-called,
is. Does it represent an actual degenerationin hereditary characters? In general it does not. Darwin's experiments consisted mainly in comparing heights of
plants. His measure of vigor, then, is a measure of
rapidity and amount of cell division. In no cases does
he speak of losses of characters, and seldom of disease.
Even where disease appeared, it usually appeared alike
in inbredand cross-bredplants. Inimy own experiments,
I have observed some twTenty-five
families of maize inbred for two generations,and a lesser number through
the fourthgeneration,and have not found a single sign
of degeneration. In all characters of stalk,leaves, roots,
male inflorescence,
female inflorescence,and mature seed,
the plants were normal. It is merely in the matter of
size of plant and ear, and therebyyield, that the plant
compares unfavorably with cross-bred plants.
Further, there is no continuous decline in yield as
should be expected in actual degeneration. There is
somewhat greater differencebetween fourth generation
inbred and crosq-bredgiants than there is between those
of the second generation. This last fact may be explained by considering the frequencywith which heterozygotes in certain characters are selected even in the
most careful work. Not all character pairs can be kept
under observation,and from the mere fact of its being
inbred we can not presume that the isolation of a homnoone of our
zygous strain is complete. The past summnier
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fourth-yearinbred familieswas found to be heterozygous
in the character pair presence and absence of color in
the silk. But thereis absolutelyno indicationthat there
is loss of vigor after the isolation of a homozygousindividual.
It seems, then, that this type of degeneration (the
common type) is limited to a partial loss of power of
development,a reductionin rapidity and amount of cell
division. The phenomenonis readily apparent in open
fertilizedplants like maize, for there the vigorous growing hybrids a-re continually being formed in nature.
When the componentsof these hybridstrains are isolated
by inbreeding,reduction in vigor is immediately seen.
In plants like tobacco, which are naturally inbred, no
degeneration is suspected, for the natural plants are
taken as the standard. There is an increase in vigor,
however,when inbred tobacco strains are crossed, and if
the F, generationis then taken as a standard, there is a
loss of vigor through inbreeding comparable to that
whichtakes place in maize.
TUponwhat theoreticalbasis can these facts rest? In
the firstplace, whetheror not we accept the theorythat
the incleus is the bearer of all hereditary characters,
nevertheless we must believe that amphimixis has two
functions, the one a, recombinationof hereditary characters; and the other a stimulationto development. If
we postulate that there is an increase in this stimulation
when two strains differingin gaimetic.structureare combined, we satisfy all observed conditions. This will explain whydecrease in vigor and not degenerationof characters is usually the sole effectof inbreeding,and will
also show wby this decrease must reach a limit with the
complete isolation of an individual homozygous in all
characters,and never will result in a completedegeneration, or "running out," of the strain. One other effect
sometimes noticed in inbreeding is also thoroughlyin
accord with the hypothesis. This is decrease in fertility.
Since fertilitymust necessarily start with the -unionof
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the gametes and their subsequentdivision,a decrease
in this,stimulationin species whichhave for ages depended upon cross-fertilization
may resultin decreased
fertility.
We;can scarcelyforma definite!
idea,of theineclhanisin
through
whichsucha stimulation
maytakeplace. There
may be chemicalcompoundsfoundin different
strains
thatreactwhenbroughttogether. If thiswere the case
we should expect to find separate familieswith like
"compounds" whichwhen crossedwould not 'be more
vigorousthanwheninbred. It would-bedifficult
to estab-.
lish such a thingexperimentally.On the otherhand,
the actual fact of difference5in gamieticconstitutionmay
set up a biological "action" analogous to ionization. If
this were true, and individuals of the F1 generation
heterozygous in all differentiatingcharacters were
selected in succeeding generationss,there should be no
reduction in vigor, while individuals of the F2ngeneration, homozygous in their characters, should compare in

vigor to the Pa generation. This hypothesiswe are testing, but resultswill necessarilybe slow.
The F1 generationof thirtymaize crosses were grown
in 1908 on well fertilized land in Connecticut. They
were planted three feet six inches each way, about four
stalks to the lill. Seeds fromtthe same parent ears0
ulJichwere used to miakethe crosses were also grown
for comparison. Only fiftyhills of each of the crosses
and of each parent could be grown on account of limited
space, but the soil conditionswere such that a. very fair
'The

objection Awill be raised that beyond a certain amount of difference

between gametes, there will be sterility. It is generally true that there is
sterility with wide differencesin botanical or zoological characters, but
there are exceptions,and we must not fall into the same old
1rut of putting
the two dIown1as cause and effect because there is at present no other
explanation. It is definitelysettleclthat in certain cases the bar to fertility
is merely the meehalnicalinability of the spermatazoon to penetrate the
ovuLm. It seems reasonable that the stimulation effectmay be illustrated by
borrowing
6 The

C-alton 's polyliedroii.
parent

ears

were 7 therefore,,

oae

year

older,

but

their

germination

was good, and their growth equal to inbred seed of the same ages as the
hybrid seed.
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indication of the comparative vigor of each strain was
obtained. Unfortunatelycrows and chipmunksplayed
havoc with the "stand" in a. number of cases, and accurate figures can not be given except in the following
four cases where the stand was perfect.
A white dent no. 8 yielded 12
J1 bushels per acre (at 70
pounds per bushel) ; a yellow dent no. 7, which had been
inbred artificiallyfor three years, yielded 62.,bushels per
acre; the cross between the two,varieties, no. 7 ? X no.
8 o, yielded 142 Ibushels per acre.

Longfellow,no. 34, an eight-rowed,yellow flintyielding 72 bushels per aere, was crossed with the same no. 8
-whitedent, yielding 1291bushels per acre; the resulting
cross yielded 124 bushels per acre.
Sturges's hybrid, a twelve-rowed,yellow flintwith a
tall, non-branehingstalk partaling' of the characters of
dent varieties, was also, crossed wiithno. 8 white dent.
The flintparent yielded 48 bushels per acre, while tile
cross yielded 130 bLiushels
per acre.
TwO ffamiliesof a yellow dent variety,which had each
been inbred artificially,
for three years, were the parents
of the ffourth
cross. No. 12, yielding 65 bushels per acre,
was crossed with no. 7, yielding 62 bushels per acre.
The F1 generation yielded 909 bushels per acre. This
last result is somewhat distorted,as five stalks per hill
of the cross were allowed to grow while of the parents
only four seeds per hill were planted. About 90 per
cent. of the seeds produced mature stalks. Notwith11standing the closeness of planting to which this cross
was subjected, however, casual
ob)servTation was sufficient
to shlow that it soared far beyond each parent in vigor

of plant and size of ear.
In tile remnaiinder
of tlhefield every possible comnlination of dealt,flint ancdsweet maize was grown, and in
every

case

an increase in vigor over the pa-rents was

showii by the crosses. It is to be regrettedtIat cornparable yields could not be obtained in every instance,
but, as a matterof fact,the differenceswere so apparent
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to the eye that it is almost unnecessary. The figures
presented do not show the average increase to be expected by a cross. The man-uringwas heavy, the cultivation intensive, and the yields were beyond the ordinary. But they do show that in practically every case
a combinationof two high-bredvarieties of seed corn is
more vigorous than either parent.
The importanceof this fact in commercialcorn growing
is considerable, and is likely to increase in the future,
for the followingreason. The corn breedingmethodsin
use vary as to detail, but their purpose is the sami-ne,
namely, to produce higlh-yieldingstrains. The older
idea was that continued selection of plus fluctuations
would invariably yield results. At present, there are
more adherents to the view that man can do more than
isolate from the mixture of types we call a. commercial
variety the most perfect type that nature has produced
in this variety. It is all line breeding, and as it is
carried on on small plots, the tendencytoward the production of an inbred strain increases with the length of
ti1mie
theworkis projected. Thus, unless new mutations
intervene,chance of improvementis limited to the latent
possibilities of.the first,
breedingplot.
Shull7 has already suggested that eitherdefiniterecombination of previously isolated biotypes, or relaxation
of selection after partial isolation and rejection of the
less efficient,
biotypes, will be found to be the logical
procedure in corn breeding.

The writer has become a convert to the firstmethod

7 Since this manuscript was sent to the printer the writer received from
Dr. Shull, as a timely coincidence, a copy of a paper that he had read at
the annual meeting of the American Breeders' Association., in January,
1909. In it he deals with a similar method of corn-hreeding,namely, the
actual isolation of hoimozygousstrains hy artificial inhreeding, and their
recombihnation
later. His method is more correct theoretically, but less
practical

thami that of the writer.

From this paper

I inferred that his

views must accordlwith the theory presented in this paper.
inquiries show that our ideas

Replies to my

are strictly in harmommy,
although Dr. Shull

had not treated the theoretical phase of the subject, having considered it
as beyomidthe scope of his paper.
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in a modifiedform,and suggests the following scheme.
There must always be corn specialists to continue line
breeding,and this methodis not for the cornbreeder,but
the corn grower. The latter should purchase from the
line breeder two strains of seed each year, and grow the
F1 generationof the cross between them.
The:methodrequires a small isolated hybridizationplot
in addition to the commercialfield. In this plot the two
strains are planted in alternate rows. The male inflorescenceis removed from one strain at floweringtime
and all of the seed for the commercialfield selected from
this crossed strain. Some hybrid combinationswill be
found to be more vigorous than others, but I am convinced that practically any cross within the subspecies
will be profitable. Crosses betweenthe subspecies,while
more vigorous than the mean between the parents, have
certain disadvantages, such as variation in the time of
ripening, which male them less desirable for practical
use.

